
The below questions were submitted on June 23, 2023, at 8:44 a.m. via email:

1. “Will BGLL be providing each Master Agent with lottery terminals in sufficient quantities,
including repair and maintenance, to be connected to a BGLL-provided central system, or will
each Master Agent need to provide their own technology?”

Yes, BGLL will be providing Master Agents with Lottery Terminals to distribute their sub-
agents according to the proven demand. BGGL will have its own MIS and POS systems that
will connect all its Master Agents and respective sub- agents.

2. “Please confirm that BGLL will conduct the Boledo and Jackpot Lottery drawings (draw the
winning numbers).”

Yes, BGLL will conduct its Lottery Draws at the Romac’s Plaza, located on Albert Street, Belize
City. These draws will be live through various media sources.

3. “For the technical proposal BGLL is requiring Electronic Data Sheet of Sub-Agents (name,
address, location, email, contact number). It is not reasonable in a period of two weeks to select
and vet the sub-agents, especially given that proponent has no authority yet to sell lottery
products. Can the government provide us with the list of previous sub-agents and we work
under the assumption that at minimum those sub-agents will continue to be sub-agents. Or, all
though not being a Master Agent yet, can we sign people up to be sub-agents?”

We expect applicants to have surveyed their geographic zone prior to applying and have at
least a preliminary list of agents which they have approached, and which may be interested in
working with them to be a sub-agent.

4. “It appears that the Master Agent license is valid for only one year. Can you confirm this? The
concern here is that 1 year is not enough to recoup investment.”

Yes, the Master Agent License is only valid for one (1) year.


